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Web AppBuilder for ArcGIS Developer Edition v1.3 – List of Issues Addressed 

 
 

 BUG-000082559  The Geoprocessing widget panel is blank when there is no result returned. 

 BUG-000082794  An attribute table containing Japanese Characters present in the map viewer is visible 
but appears empty after sharing the map as a web app using Web AppBuilder. 

 BUG-000082833  The radio button on Print pane is mis-aligned. 

 BUG-000083366  Web AppBuilder Attribute Table widget does not reflect changes to schema if layer is 
ArcGIS for Server feature service added to ArcGIS Online. 

 BUG-000083574  The close ("X") button for the Edit window in Web AppBuilder does not work when using 
iPads. 

 BUG-000083964  An application built in Web AppBuilder for ArcGIS with the Edit widget allows users to 
edit labels (for example, move labels, change label color, make labels larger or smaller, etc.) but edits are 
not saved. 

 BUG-000084232  The Edit widget in web app created using Web AppBuilder for ArcGIS Online fails to 
bring up the editing template in Google Chrome at 90% browser zoom extent. 

 BUG-000084623  Web AppBuilder logo does not display in Firefox when using a UNC path. 

 BUG-000084950  Showing the coordinates in Web AppBuilder through the Safari web browser on an 
iPhone does not work as it does on an Android device. At the bottom of the screen on the iOS device, you 
will see 'Move the mouse to get the coordinates', but after a click on the map this does not happen, while 
on an Android device it does show the coordinates this way. 

 BUG-000084996  ArcGIS Web AppBuilder attribute table loads slowly when launched in IE. 

 BUG-000085262  Some titles of the widget such as Attribute Table/My Location/ Home Button is cutoff 
when title is too long. 

 BUG-000085263  Text alignment with radio button 

 BUG-000085264  The "Show" option on Attribute Table widget does not work. 

 BUG-000085541  The frame for map viewer is unfixed when navigate the Vertical bar for Swipe widget. 

 BUG-000086107  Erroneous behaviour in the output table of a geoprocessing service of the Web 
AppBuilder. 

 BUG-000086498  Polygons with No fill symbols do not appear on PDF printed out using the Print widget 
from Web AppBuilder. 

 BUG-000086599  The ampersand symbol entered in the Placeholder Text for the Configure GeoCoder 
dialog does not display correctly in Web AppBuilder. 

 BUG-000086821  When editing features in the Web AppBuilder the edit feature attribute dialog box 
displays fields which have been disabled from the configure pop-up option in a web map. 

 BUG-000087276  Please modify the documentation help about Open Saved Map in Web AppBuilder for 
ArcGIS (Developers Edition) 

 BUG-000087319  When exporting a CSV from Web AppBuilder using the Export to CSV option in Internet 
Explorer, the output places all data into a single field whereas it does not when this action is performed 
using Google Chrome. 

 BUG-000087620  In the ArcGIS Online Web AppBuilder, attribute sorting is not possible for ArcGIS Server 
Services when the number of features is above the "Maximum Number of Records Returned by Server" 
parameter, even though Advanced Querying is set to true for the layer. 

 BUG-000087657  Layer titles in the Edit widget in a Web AppBuilder application cannot be modified and 
do not reflect changes in the web map. 

 BUG-000087830  Web AppBuilder for ArcGIS Developers Edition does not allow anonymous access to an 
application when Portal for ArcGIS is configured with Integrated Windows Authentication (IWA). The web 
maps configured with the application are shared with everyone in Portal for ArcGIS. 

 BUG-000087919  Please update the help documentation of the Query widget of Web AppBuilder 1.1 to 
display the title in the content of the popup instead of the title/blue pane. 
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 BUG-000088303  The Editor widget returns error when used with Tab theme of Web AppBuilder. 

 BUG-000088317  The 'Center Map' and 'Define Extent' URL parameters are not honored when using 
projections other than Web Mercator in Web AppBuilder. 

 BUG-000088337  Incorrect symbology are shown when editing with the Editor widget in Web AppBuilder 
Developer Edition. 

 BUG-000088685  Inconsistent request URL when using proxy with Web AppBuilder Developer Edition 

 BUG-000089270  Coded domain values appear in pop up instead of the domain description when using a 
configured search widget in ArcGIS Online Web AppBuilder. 

 BUG-000089370  The Chart widget in Web AppBuilder displays incorrect sum of attribute values when 
multiple fields are selected. 

 BUG-000089885  Field name is missing when creating multiple related records relations in one web 
application 

 BUG-000090121  When using Web AppBuilder for Developers 1.2 with Portal and Server 10.3.1 both 
secured with integrated windows authentication, on separate machines, and not federated, a query from 
the query widget with a response number of features over a certain size will fail with 401 unauthorized as 
it switched the GET request to a POST request and it is passed through the proxy. The failure is due to the 
fact that this request is passed through the proxy and the proxy cannot authenticate against the ArcGIS 
Server secured at the web tier with IWA. 

 BUG-000090214  When using the Web AppBuilder for Developers 1.2 in the Japanese environment, some 
elements are not localized. 

 BUG-000090219  The Chart widget in Web AppBuilder does not produce a chart when the service is 
comprised of an XY event layer containing a join. 

 BUG-000090250  When using the Measurement widget in an application built with Web AppBuilder for 
ArcGIS (Developer Edition) that uses the Box theme, clicking on the map causes the InfoWindow to 
appear. 

 BUG-000090278  In an application built with Web AppBuilder for ArcGIS (Developer Edition) 1.2, when 
using the Dart theme, the Coordinate and Scalebar widgets are displayed on top of the splash screen. 

 BUG-000090322  Time slider fails to load when the 'open at start' function is enabled for the Time Slider 
widget in Web AppBuilder Developer Edition. 

 BUG-000090325  Web AppBuilder Application header links not clearly visible when color theme is black. 

 BUG-000090375  When using an application built with the Web AppBuilder for Developers Edition 1.2 in a 
Japanese environment the Incident Analysis widget is not fully localized. 

 BUG-000090472  The button to enable or disable the Coordinate widget disappears when the Coordinate 
widget is configured with a datum transformation. 

 BUG-000090519  In ArcGIS Online Web AppBuilder, web map Inherited bookmarks become deletable 
after adding thumbnails. 

 BUG-000090543  In Web AppBuilder, renaming web map Inherited bookmarks (with or without 
thumbnails) will actually create two new thumbnail-free bookmarks, besides the original map inherited. 

 BUG-000090544  In Web Appbuilder, if bookmarks are deleted and reopened using the Bookmark widget, 
the bookmarks return. 

 BUG-000090639  Launchpad theme does not clear results on map after closing some widgets on Web 
AppBuilder 1.2 Developer Edition when the widget is in the Anchor Bar Controller. 

 BUG-000090646  Web AppBuilder for ArcGIS Developer Edition 1.2 does not allow to change the web map 
for an existing app if the previously consumed web map is deleted from My Contents of ArcGIS Online or 
Portal for ArcGIS. 

 BUG-000090665  In an ArcGIS Web AppBuilder application, the suggested results for the Find Address bar 
are above the bar and hidden from view when viewed on a mobile device or tablet. 

 BUG-000090679  The Search widget in Web AppBuilder improperly calculates direction of the layer list 
expansion when changing orientation. Instead of opening downwards, the layer pick expands up and off 
the screen. 

 BUG-000090681  In Web AppBuilder Attribute Table widget, related tables do not display as expected 
when the visibility of the Object ID field has been turned off in the related table. 
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 BUG-000090707  In Web AppBuilder 1.2, the current color of the Foldable theme is not applied to widgets 
placed in the floating pane. 

 BUG-000090746  Print widget documentation for the Web AppBuilder does not specify what the URL 
structure should look like when adding in the print service. 

 BUG-000090820  The Layer List widget in Web AppBuilder fails to list the layers for an ArcGIS Server 
service containing a group layer with a custom numeric ID in double digit. 

 BUG-000090841  In Web AppBuilder, after using the search widget to find a location, features can no 
longer be added. 

 BUG-000090844  When editing a Web AppBuilder application, unable to see fields with short integer data 
type in the Add Summary field menu of the Summary widget configuration menu. 

 BUG-000090898  When using the Launchpad theme of Web AppBuilder (developer edition), adding the 
edit widget to the anchor bar controller causes subsequent feature identification of the editable layer to 
always be brought up in an editing dialog after the edit widget has been opened and closed. 

 BUG-000090994  After updating a web map, the Attribute Table widget in Web AppBuilder is not updated. 

 BUG-000091016  The Incident Analysis widget in Web AppBuilder does not create a buffer for proximity 
analysis when a British National Grid basemap is present. 

 BUG-000091046  In Web AppBuilder, the Show/Hide field configuration in the Attribute Table widget for 
the related table is not honored when clicking the 'Show Related Records' option from a pop-up. 

 BUG-000091112  In Web AppBuilder, toggling between the Theme and Edit widget tabs will turn off the 
ability to click on a feature to edit its attributes. 

 BUG-000091176  A blank page appears rather than "You do not have permission to access this resource" 
error message when accessing an application built using the Web AppBuilder hosted in Portal for ArcGIS 
when the user does not have permissions to the application. 

 BUG-000091198  When editing in Web AppBuilder, after a location search and selecting a feature, the 
editable popup does not display, only the location window. 

 BUG-000091202  Error when adding Analysis widget in Web AppBuilder with language settings set to 
German-Deutsch. 

 BUG-000091252  Edit widget in Web AppBuilder does not recognize schema change to hosted feature 
services. 

 BUG-000091293  When using the Query widget in Web AppBuilder in ArcGIS Online, the date value is 
displayed as an epoch value in the Result Item Title text box. 

 BUG-000091300  When using the Incident Analysis widget in an application built using Web AppBuilder, 
the feature layer disappears after switching tabs. 

 BUG-000091365  The Edit widget in the Tab theme stops working inside the SideBar Controller when 
toggled between Swipe widget. 

 BUG-000091429  Mobile View preview for Web AppBuilder Launchpad Theme in IE11 does not display 
widget 

 BUG-000091454  The Incident Analysis widget in Web AppBuilder displays dates as an epoch. 

 BUG-000091504  Sign-in fails for Enrich layer Analysis widget in Web AppBuilder, if ArcGIS Organization 
URL contains "dev". 

 BUG-000091549  In the Launchpad Theme for Web AppBuilder, the Scalebar widget overlaps the 
Coordinate widget if the Unit type of the scalebar is set to dual. 

 BUG-000091597  Templates from the Edit widget do not load after the Editor is closed and reopened once 
when using the Launchpad theme in Web AppBuilder (Developer Edition). 

 BUG-000092139  The Summary widget in Web AppBuilder may return values over the actual number of 
features in the service. 

 
 

 ENH-000082597  Ability to configure the mouse 'tool tip' for the Chart widget in Web AppBuilder. 

 ENH-000082608  Allow the ability to disable the Location flag that pops up after a location is entered in 
the search bar. 
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 ENH-000083432  Provide a 'Close' button on the attribute editor window in the Web AppBuilder. 

 ENH-000085773  In a web app created from Web AppBuilder, update the point symbology with the 
template data immediately so the user is aware that the point is added correctly. 

 ENH-000085884  When a layer is configured for pop ups in map viewer, and loaded into Web AppBuilder 
to be used with the Edit widget, all of the fields are visible when the layer is being edited, not just those 
configured in the pop up. 

 ENH-000085942  Provide an ability to show or hide fields in Edit widget of Web AppBuilder application or 
inherit the settings from the associated web map. 

 ENH-000085989  In Web AppBuilder apps when users double click a point feature in the attribute table, it 
does not zoom in the same way double clicking a polygon feature does. User would like the option for the 
point layer to zoom closer to his features, rather than pan to center it. 

 ENH-000087388  When consuming an ArcGIS Online web map with labels enabled, add the ability to hide 
or rename the 'labels' layer that shows up in the layer list widget of Web AppBuilder 

 ENH-000087520  Allow Web AppBuilder to use more than one widget at a time. 

 ENH-000087656  Need editor trace tool for polygon feature like freehand polygon, freehand polyline, 
Rectangle, Circle etc in Edit widget of Web AppBuilder. 

 ENH-000087911  Allow Web AppBuilder Query widget to search related tables 

 ENH-000088359  Allow user to configure the Editing pop-up for the Edit widget in Web AppBuilder 

 ENH-000088700  The order of the instructions on setting up Web AppBuilder SDK is confusing on this 
page: https://developers.arcgis.com/web-appbuilder/guide/getstarted.htm 

 ENH-000089034  Turn the "Add destinations by clicking on the map" button on by default in the 
Directions widget of the Web AppBuilder. 

 ENH-000089062  In Web AppBuilder Search widget, allow the app's author to constrain search within 
map. 

 ENH-000089689  Allow the ability to Add Point through a marker symbol when using URL Parameters with 
Web AppBuilder in ArcGIS Online, similar to the Map Viewer. 

 ENH-000089785  Make Use URL parameters: find location or feature to open map capability available in 
Web AppBuilder. 

 ENH-000090129  Allow for Web AppBuilder applications to run from an ASP.NET master page 

 ENH-000090653  Use a more contrasting color than teal-green for the circle used to toggle automatic 
opening with certain Web AppBuilder widgets. 

 ENH-000091408  Request to remove drop down icons beside each layer in the app once the options of the 
configure Layer list widget have been disabled in a Web AppBuilder application 
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